The Power of Positive Dreaming

Just when everything is going well, you have that dream again. The one where someone tells you that test passed. Biology? The Physics test? You've never been to that before! You pull out your dog-earred class schedule and there it is—Biology 202. Next week. January 14. Monday night. 7:00 PM. How could you have forgotten to go to the class for an entire term?

But you have, and now you're starting at 30 true-false questions. The people around you are hunched over their papers, furiously checking out answers. They've finished the first page already.

The questions spin around your head. You check your brain's file on the exam. It's empty. But you can fill it. There's something you need to do. It must be that dream. You can't make that mistake again. You must make sure you go to class.
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Immediately, this is bad news. The nightmarish run-down of the night's events unfolds. You suddenly feel ill prepared for the dream. You will have to think up a new dream story. You will have to practice copin